GQ Magazine, Dec 22nd, 2018
https://www.gq-magazine.co.uk/article/call-of-the-blue-philip-hamilton
The underwater photographer who risks his life for the perfect shot - Philip
Hamilton's new book 'Call Of The Blue' is a beautiful, otherworldly compendium of
underwater photographs. Here, he describes the challenges – and life-threatening
dangers – of getting those pictures..
The Guardian, Wed 21Nov 2018
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/gallery/2018/nov/21/call-of-the-blue-marine-life-aroundthe-world-in-pictures

“Teeming with images of spectacular underwater scenes from around the world, Call
of the Blue is the culmination of a five-year project by the photographer and ocean
conservationist Philip Hamilton. This groundbreaking book includes contributions
from acclaimed scientists and ocean ‘guardians’, who reveal what drove them to
answer the call of the blue.
The Economist 1843
DECEMBER 6TH 2018, BY SAMANTHA WEINBERG
https://www.1843magazine.com/culture/look-closer/now-you-sea-me-meet-theoceans-endangered-animals
“Philip Hamilton, a seasoned underwater photographer, has spent the past five years seeking out
the stars of the seas, but also the smaller, lesser-known creatures. In his book, “Call of the
Blue”, there are pin-sharp close-ups of a hawksbill turtle and a great white shark – and of a tiny
xeno crab and a strange group of Lambert’s worm sea cucumbers.

DIVE Magazine- Winter issue 2018-2019
“Glorious set of underwater images with a well researched narrative”

NATURE’s Best Photography USA, Printed USA Copy spring summer 2019 – Call
of the Blue short-listed for 2019’ Nature best photography book.
Literary Review – photo extract (November 2018)
The Times – Photo extract (26 October 2018)
Telegraph - Nov 17th 2018 – Photo with extended caption.
SIERRA MAGAZINE – online.
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Chinadialogue Ocean
"Breath-taking book ... [that] aims to bear witness to the fragility of the ocean."
https://chinadialogueocean.net/5706-call-of-the-blue-the-fragility-of-marine-life-in-photos/

MARINE PROTECTION Call of the Blue: the fragility of marine life – in photos

SILENT WORLD, German’s largest printed Diving Magazine, 10 pages article
Oct 2019 http://www.silentworld.eu
DPG- Article INA BONGSO-SELDRUP
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